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We show that a continuous linear operator T on a Fre chet space satisfies the
so-called Hypercyclicity Criterion if and only if it is hereditarily hypercyclic, and if
and only if the direct sum TT is hypercyclic. In particular, hypercyclic operators
with either a dense generalized kernel or a dense set of periodic points (i.e., chaotic
in the sense of R. L. Devaney (1989, ‘‘An Introduction to Chaotic Dynamical
Systems,’’ AddisonWesley, Reading, MA)) must satisfy the Criterion. Finally, we
provide a characterization of those weighted shifts T that are hereditarily hyper-
cyclic with respect to a given sequence (nk) of positive integers, as well as conditions
under which T and [T nk]k1 share the same set of hypercyclic vectors.  1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In what follows, X will denote an F-space (i.e., complete, linear, metric),
and L(X) the space of continuous linear operators on X. By Z, N, R, and
C we’ll refer to the sets of integers, positive integers, and to the real and
complex scalar fields respectively. Also, (nk)/N will always refer to an
increasing sequence of positive integers.
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Definition 1.1. A sequence [Tj]j1 /L(X) is called hypercyclic or
universal provided there exists some z # X so that
[Tj z : j1]=X. (1)
An operator T # L(X) is called hypercyclic provided the sequence of its
iterates [T j]j1 is hypercyclic. That is, T is hypercyclic if there exists some
z # X with dense orbit:
[T jz : j1]=X. (2)
An element z # X will be called a hypercyclic vector for [Tj] j1 or for T if
it satisfies (1) or (2), respectively.
Hypercyclicity is the main step to obtain chaos. What is very surprising
is that certain linear operators do behave chaotically, which shows that
chaos is not solely a nonlinear phenomenon. It is well known, though, that
linear chaos can only occur on infinite dimensional spaces. During the last
years hypercyclicity on Banach or Fre chet spaces has attracted many math-
ematicians working in Linear Functional Analysis, and very important
contributions to the topic have been made (see, e.g., [15, 9, 10, 26, 1, 24,
19]). There are also examples of hypercyclic and chaotic linear operators
in Physics [20, 12]. We refer to [11] for an exhaustive survey on hyper-
cyclicity and other universalities.
The notion of hypercyclic vectors arises naturally in the study of
invariant subsets: T admits no non-trivial closed invariant subset if and
only if every non-zero vector in X is hypercyclic for T. An example of a
Banach space that supports an operator without non-trivial, closed,
invariant subsets was found by C. Read in [21]. It is yet an open problem
whether an operator with this property can exist on l2 .
The first examples of hypercyclic operators appeared in the space of
entire functions on the complex plane, endowed with the compact-open
topology. In 1929 Birkhoff [4] (essentially) showed the hypercyclicity of
the translation operators Ta f (z)= f (z+a), a{0, while MacLane [18]
proved the hypercyclicity of the differentiation operator in 1952.
Hypercyclicity on Banach spaces started in 1969 with S. Rolewicz [22],
who showed that any scalar multiple *B of the unilateral Backward shift
B is hypercyclic on lp (1p<) and co , whenever |*|>1. Since then
weighted shifts have constituted one of the most important classes of
operators to study different fenomena of cyclicity. The derivative operator
can also be viewed as a backward weighted shift if we represent H(C) as
a sequence space.
Probably inspired by Rolewicz’s construction, C. Kitai determined condi-
tions that ensure a linear operator to be hypercyclic [15, Theorem 1.4].
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This result, commonly referred to as the Hypercyclicity Criterion, was
never published, and a few years later it was rediscovered in a broader
form by R. Gethner and J. H. Shapiro [9, Theorem 2.2], who used it to
unify the previously mentioned results of Birkhoff, MacLane and Rolewicz,
among others.
We should notice that the existence of criteria to establish the hyper-
cyclicity of a linear operator permits to ‘‘compute’’ whether the operator is
chaotic. This remarkable property must be compared with the nonlinear
case, in which there are no general criteria.
Definition 1.2. We say that T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion,
provided there exist X0 and Y0 dense subsets of X, a sequence (nk) of non-
negative integers, and (not necessarily continuous) mappings Snk : Y0  X
so that
(i) T nk  0 pointwise on X0
(ii) Snk  0 pointwise on Y0 (3)
(iii) T nk Snk  IdY0 pointwise on Y0 ,
where IdY0 is the identity restricted to Y0 .
Note. We have stated a formally weaker version, by not requiring
equality in (iii) (cf. [9, Remark 2.3]).
Hypercyclicity has been established in various settings by means of this
criterion [9, 6, 7, 10, 14, 5, 2]. In certain cases, however, its presence was
not so evident. Using rather sophisticated computations, H. Salas showed
that every perturbation of the identity by a unilateral weighted backward
shift with non-zero bounded weights is hypercyclic, and also gave a charac-
terization of the hypercyclic weighted shifts in terms of their weights [24].
But recently, A. Montes and F. Leo n showed that these hypercyclic operators
do satisfy the criterion as well [16, Proposition 4.3; 17, Sect. 2]. We give
here an alternative proof in Corollary 2.8. It is then natural to ask:
Problem 1. Does every hypercyclic operator satisfy the Hypercyclicity
Criterion?
We stress that the sequence (nk) in Definition 1.2 need not be the entire
sequence (nk)=(k) of positive integers. In [23], H. Salas constructed an
operator A so that both it and its Hilbert transpose A* were hypercyclic,
and so that their direct sum AA* was not. Hence, A and A* could not
simultaneously satisfy the Criterion for the sequence (nk)=(k). Both
operators, however, were later noticed in [17, Sect. 2] to satisfy the Criterion.
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As Salas’ example shows, a direct sum AB of two hypercyclic
operators A and B need not be hypercyclic (cf. also [24, Corollary 2.6]).
On the other hand, TT is hypercyclic whenever T satisfies the Hyper-
cyclicity Criterion [26, p. 125]. The following question was raised by
D. Herrero in [13, p. 97]:
Problem 2. Is TT hypercyclic whenever T is?
We will show in Section 2 that Problems 1 and 2 are equivalent
(Theorem 2.3). In fact,
T satisfies the Criterion if and only if TT is hypercyclic.
It will also follow that the condition of being hereditarily hypercyclic
(Definition 2.1) characterizes the operators satisfying the Criterion:
T is hereditarily hypercyclic if and only if TT is hypercyclic.
In particular, we show that chaotic operators in the sense of Devaney [8]
or hypercyclic operators with a dense generalized kernel (Definition 2.10)
must satisfy the Criterion (Propositions 2.14 and 2.11).
In Section 3 we follow and complement H. Salas’ work on hypercyclic
weighted shifts, to determine those shifts that are hereditarily hypercyclic
with respect to a given sequence (nk) (Propositions 3.3 and 3.5).
Finally, in the last section we study conditions under which an operator
T and a sequence [T nk]k1 of its iterates have the same hypercyclic
vectors, complementing previous work of S. Ansari [1]. In particular, we
show that when T is a weighted shift that is hereditarily hypercyclic with
respect to (nk), it shares with [T nk]k1 the same hypercyclic vectors if and
only if
lim sup
k  
(nk+1&nk)<.
2. HEREDITARILY HYPERCYCLIC OPERATORS
Definition 2.1. Let T # L(X) and (mk) be a sequence of non-negative
integers. We say that T is hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to (mk)
provided
For all subsequences (mkj ) of (mk): [T
mkj] j1
is hypercyclic.
(4)
An operator T will be called hereditarily hypercyclic if it is hereditarily
hypercyclic with respect to some sequence (mk).
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Remark 2.2. We do not require, as in [1], that (mk)=(k).
Theorem 2.3. Let T # L(X). The following are equivalent:
(1) T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion.
(2) T is hereditarily hypercyclic.
(3) TT is hypercyclic.
Example 2.4. Completeness on X is essential. Let [ei]i1 be an
orthonormal basis of a separable Hilbert Space H, and X :=span[ei : i1].
Consider the linear operator T: X  X defined by
Tei :={2ei&10
if i2
if i=1.
Then if S: X  X is the linear mapping determined by Sei := 12e i+1 , i1,
we have that both T n and Sn tend to 0 pointwise on X, and TS=IdX . So
T satisfies (3), but admits no hypercyclic vectors on X.
Every F-space X admits a translation-invariant metric d. We denote
then
B(x, =) :=[ y # X : d( y, x)<=], x # X, =>0.
We’ll make use of the following lemma, which is a slight modification of
[10, Theorem 1.2]. A proof may be found in [3, Lemma 1.6].
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a separable F-space, and T # L(X). The following
are equivalent:
(1) The sequence [T nk]k1 is hypercyclic.
(2) For all U, V non-empty open subsets of X, there exists r arbitrary
large with
T nr(U) & V{<.
(3) The set of hypercyclic vectors for [T nk]k1 is a dense G$ subset
of X.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (1) O (2). Let X0 , Y0 , (nk), and Snk : Y0  X be
as in (3). Notice that (i), (ii), and (iii) of (3) will also be satisfied by any
subsequence (nkj) of (nk). Hence, it suffices to check that [T
nk]k1 is
hypercyclic (T will be hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to (nk)).
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Now, let U and V be open and non-empty subsets of X. Pick x # X0 ,
y # Y0 and =>0 so that B(x, =)/U and B( y, 2=)/V. By(i), (ii), and (iii)
of (3) there exists nr , arbitrarily large, satisfying
T nrx # B(0, =)
Snr y # B(0, =) (5)
T nrSnr y& y # B(0, =).
So
{x+Snr y # UT nr(x+Snr y) # V.
By Lemma 2.5, [T nk]k1 is hypercyclic.
(2) O (3). Suppose T is hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to a
sequence (nk), and let Ui , V i be non-empty, open subsets of X (i=1, 2). We
want to show that there is an arbitrarily large positive integer m satisfying
T m(U i) & Vi {< (i=1, 2).
Now, since [T nk]k1 is hypercyclic, by Lemma 2.5 there exists a sub-
sequence (nkj) of (nk) with
T nkj (U1) & V1 {< ( j1). (6)
But [T nkj] j1 is also hypercyclic. Hence, by Lemma 2.5 there exists
m # (nkj) arbitrarily large so that
T m(U2) & V2 {<. (7)
So
T m(U i) & Vi {< (i=1, 2),
and TT is hypercyclic.
(3) O (1). Let (x, y) be a hypercyclic vector for TT. In particular,
x and y are hypercyclic for T. Moreover, (x, T ky) is hypercyclic for TT
for all k # N. This implies that for all U/X open, there is u # U such that
(x, u) is a hypercyclic vector for TT. Fix now [Uk]k1 a decreasing
0-basis in X. Proceeding by induction we find uk # Uk , for all k # N, and an
increasing sequence [nk]k1 of natural numbers satisfying
{(i)(ii)
T nkx # Uk ,
T nkuk # x+Uk ,
(8)
for all k # N.
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Let X0 :=Orb[x, T], which is dense in X. From (i) we have that T nkx 
0 and then T nkv  0 for all v # X0 . Define Snk(T
nx) :=T nuk for all n, k # N.
Then Snk v  0 for all v # X0 . Finally, given n # N, T
nkSnk(T
nx)=T n(T nkuk)
 T nx by (ii). K
Remark 2.6. (1) We have shown in (1) O (2) that T is hereditarily
hypercyclic with respect to (nk) whenever T satisfies (3) for (nk).
(2) The proof of (3) O (1) shows that in the Hypercyclicity Criterion
we can suppose, without loss of generality, that X0=Y0 , that X0 is a dense
subspace of hypercyclic vectors, and that the maps Snk (k1) are linear.
Indeed, being Orb[x, T] a linearly independent set, we can extend each Snk
linearly to X0 :=span(Orb[x, T]).
(3) An analysis of the proof permits to generalize Theorem 2.3 to
universal sequences of operators in this way: Let [Tj] j1 be a commuting
sequence of operators in L(X) with dense range. The following are equivalent:
1. [Tj] j1 satisfies a kind of Universality Criterion (see [11,
Theorem 2]). More precisely, there exist X0 and Y0 dense subsets of X,
(nk)/N, and mappings Snk : Y0  X so that
(i) Tnk  0 pointwise on X0
(ii) Snk  0 pointwise on Y0 (9)
(iii) Tnk Snk  IdY0 pointwise on Y0 .
2. [Tj] j1 is hereditarily universal.
3. [Tj Tj]j1 is universal.
Corollary 2.7. Suppose T # L(X) satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion,
where X is a Fre chet space. Then every power T n does (n1).
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, TT is hypercyclic. Hence, by [1, Theorem 1],
T n T n=(TT )n is hypercyclic, and the corollary follows. K
One immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 is the property of satisfying
the Hypercyclicity Criterion being invariant under complexifications. Given
a real F-space E, we will denote by E its complexification. That is, E will
denote the product space E_E endowed with the complex scalar product
given by
(a+ib)(x, y) :=(ax&by, ay+bx), x, y # E, a, b # R.
Also, given T # L(E), we’ll denote its complexification by T # L(E ). That is,
T (x, y) :=(Tx, Ty), x, y # E.
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Since the identity map is a homeomorphism between E_E and E and the
following diagram
E T E
id id
E_E wwTT E_E
commutes, Theorem 2.3 actually yields:
Corollary 2.8. Let T # L(E) be given, where E is a real F-space. If
T # L(E ) denotes its complexification, then T satisfies the Hypercyclicity
Criterion if and only if T does. Moreover, T satisfies the Criterion whenever
it is hypercyclic.
For example, let l1 denote the space of absolutely summable complex
sequences. That is,
l1={(xn)n1 # CN : &(xn)n1& := :

n=1
|xn |<= .
Then Corollary 2.8 gives another proof of the following result, due to
F. Leo n and A. Montes [16, Proposition 4.3].
Corollary 2.9. Let (cn) be a bounded sequence of positive scalars, and
let S be the associated unilateral backward weighted shift on l1 . That is, so
that
(x1 , x2 , ...) [
S
(c2x2 , c3x3 , ...).
Then I+S satisfies the Hypercyclicity criterion, where I is the identity on l1 .
Proof. Notice that l1 is the complexification of l1(R), where
l1(R)={(xn)n1 # RN : &(xn)n1& := :

n=1
|xn |<= .
Also, I+S=T is the complexification of the operator T # L(l1(R)) defined
by
(xn)n1 [
T
(xn+cn+1 xn+1)n1 , (xn)n1 # l1(R).
By [24, Theorem 3.3], I+S is hypercyclic. Hence, the result follows from
Corollary 2.8. K
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Theorem 2.3 says that Problems 1 and 2 are equivalent, and that they
may be formulated as
Is every hypercyclic operator on an F-space hereditarily hypercyclic?
It turns-out that this question has a positive answer within many classes
of operators. Consider, for example, the class of operators with dense
generalized kernel (For work on hypercyclicity related to these operators,
see [10, 14].)
Definition 2.10. Given T # L(X), we refer to the set n1 Ker(T n) as
the generalized kernel of T.
The hypercyclic operators among this class are all hereditarily hyper-
cyclic:
Proposition 2.11. Let T # L(X) be hypercyclic, with dense generalized
kernel. Then T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion.
Proof. Let z be a hypercyclic vector for T. We can obtain an increasing
sequence (nj) of positive integers and (wj)/X satisfying
wj wwj   0
T nj wj wwj   z.
Let X0 :=n1 Ker(T n), and Y0 :=[z, Tz, T 2z, ...]. X0 is dense in X
by hypothesis, and so is Y0 by construction. Define Snk : Y0  X by
Snk(T
rz) :=T r(wk), r=0, 1, .... Then
T nk  0 pointwise on X0
Snk  0 pointwise on Y0
T nk Snk  IdY0 pointwise on Y0 .
So T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion. K
The most important class of operators with dense generalized kernel are
the ‘‘generalized backward shifts,’’ introduced by Godefroy and Shapiro
(see [10, Proposition 3.3]). This fact motivates our Definition 2.10 and
Proposition 2.11.
Next, we consider the class of chaotic linear operators. For connection
between hypercyclicity and dynamics, see [10, Sect. 6].
Definition 2.12. A linear operator T # L(X) is said to be chaotic
provided it is hypercyclic and it admits a dense set of periodic points.
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Remark 2.13. The above definition is, within the context of continuous
linear mappings acting on Fre chet spaces, equivalent to Devaney’s notion
of Chaos [8, p. 50]. Every hypercyclic operator is, in this setting, ‘‘sensitive
to initial conditions’’ in a very strong way [10, Proposition 6.1].
The following proposition is an application of Theorem 2.3 and of a
result of S. Ansari [1, Theorem 1].
Proposition 2.14. Every chaotic operator on a Fre chet space X satisfies
the Hypercyclicity Criterion.
Proof. Let T # L(X) be chaotic. By (3) of Theorem 2.3, it suffices to
show that TT is hypercyclic. So let U1 , U2 , V1 and V2 be open, non-
empty subsets of X. We want to show that there exist arbitrarily large
integers n satisfying
{T
n(U1) & V1 {<
T n(U2) & V2 {<.
(10)
Now, since T is hypercyclic, there exists m arbitrarily large with
T m(U1) & V1 {<.
Moreover, since T is chaotic there exists some u1 # U1 and p>0 with
T mu1 # V1
T pu1=u1 .
By [1, Theorem 1] the operator S :=T p # L(X) is also hypercyclic, and so
there exists a positive integer r satisfying
T rp(U2) & T &m(V2){<.
Consider n :=rp+m. Then
T n(U2) & V2 {<
T nu1=T m(T rpu1)=T mu1 # V1 ,
and so (10) holds. K
3. HEREDITARY HYPERCYCLICITY ON THE CLASS
OF WEIGHTED SHIFTS
The present section is lead by previous work of H. Salas, who completely
determined the weighted shifts T that are hypercyclic in terms of their
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weight sequence [24]. We will characterize, given a sequence (nk)/N,
when [T nk]k1 is hypercyclic, and when T is hereditarily hypercyclic with
respect to (nk). In what follows, let l2(N) and l2(Z) be the Hilbert spaces
l2(N) :={(xi) i # N /C : &(xi)& :=\ :i # N |xi |
2+
12
<=
l2(Z) :={(xi) i # Z /C : &(x i)& :=\ :i # Z |xi |
2+
12
<= .
The next two propositions will consider hypercyclicity on the unilateral
backward case. Unilateral forward shifts, on the other hand, are never
hypercyclic [24, p. 997].
Proposition 3.1. Let (nk)/N, and T # L(l2(N)) with
Ten :={wn en&10
for n2
for n=1.
(11)
Then [T nk]k1 is hypercyclic if and only if for all =>0 and all q # N there
exists m=m(=, q) # (nk) arbitrarily large satisfying
||j+1 } } } |j+m |>
1
=
(1 jq). (12)
Proof. (O) Notice that given x # l2(N) with &x&qj=1 ej &<$, then
|(x, ej) |<$ ( j>q) (13)
|(x, ej) |>1&$ (1 jq). (14)
Now, given =>0 and q # N, let 0<$<1 so that 0<$(1&$)<=. By
Lemma 2.5, we may choose y # l2(N) hypercyclic vector for [T nk]k1 and
nk>2q so that
"y& :
q
j=1
ej"<$ (15)
"T nky& :
q
j=1
ej"<$. (16)
Let 1 jq be fixed. Notice that |(ej+nk , y) |<$, by (13) and (15).
Hence, by (16) and (14),
1&$<|(T nky, ej) |=|(ej+nk , y) | || j+1 } } } |j+nk |$ ||j+1 } } } |j+nk |.
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That is,
||j+1 } } } |j+nk |>
1&$
$
>
1
=
.
(o) Let Y0 :=span[e1 , e2 , ..., ], and let S: Y0  Y0 be the (possibly
discontinuous) linear mapping defined by
Sen :=
1
|n+1
en+1 (n # N).
Notice that TS=IdY0 , and T
n  0 pointwise on Y0 . Next, let (nkq)/(nk)
be a subsequence so that each nkq satisfies (12) for (=, q)=(1q, q). That is,
so that for all q # N
||j+1 } } } |j+nkq |>q (1 jq). (17)
By Remark 2.6(i), it will suffice to show that
Snkq ww
q  
0
pointwise on Y0 . But given y # span[e1 , ..., =q], by (17)
&Snkqy&=" :
q
j=1
( y, ej)
1
|j+1 } } } |j+nkq
e j+nkq"

1
q
&y& ww
q  
0. K
Remark 3.2. The proof also shows that a hypercyclic unilateral back-
ward weighted shift must satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion, a fact that
also follows from Proposition 2.10.
By Theorem 2.3, the previous remark says that hypercyclic unilateral
weighted shifts are all hereditarily hypercyclic. In the next proposition we
characterize when these operators are hereditarily hypercyclic with respect
to a given sequence (nk).
Proposition 3.3. Let T # L(l2(N)) be determined by
Ten :={wn en&10
for n2
for n=1,
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and let (nk)/N. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) T is hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to (nk).
(2) For all j # N : limk   |> j+nks=2 |s |=.
Proof. (1) O (2). Suppose that for some j0 # N is limk   |> j0+nks=2 |s |
{. That is, that there exists C>0 and a subsequence (nkl)/(nk) so that
} ‘
j0+nkl
s=2
|s }<C (l=1, 2, ...). (18)
Given x=(xi) # l2(N), by (18)
|(e1 , T j0+nklx) |C |xj0+nkl |C &x&
for all l1. In consequence, [T j0+nkl] l1 is not hypercyclic. Hence, since T
has dense range, [T nkl]l1 is not hypercyclic either, a contradiction.
(2) O (1). Let Y0 :=span[e1 , e2 , ...], and S: Y0  Y0 be the (possibly
discontinuous) map
(x1 , x2 , ...) [
S \0, 1|2 x1 ,
1
|3
x2 , ...+ , (xi) # Y0 .
Notice that TS=IdY0 and T
nk  0 pointwise on Y0 . So by Remark 2.6 it
suffices to show that Snk  0 pointwise on Y0 .
Now, given 0{ y # Y0 and =>0, let q :=max[l: yl {0]. Choose k0 # N
so that
||2|3 } } } |j+nk |>
1
=
&y& ||2 } } } |j | (kk0 , 1 jq).
So for all 1 jq and all kk0 ,
||j+1 |j+2 } } } | j+nk |>
1
=
&y&.
Hence,
&Snky&= (kk0). K
For the bilateral case, we’ll use the following result, a slight modification
of Theorem 2.1 in [24]. A proof of it may be found in [3, Proposition 1.33].
In particular, all hypercyclic bilateral weighted shifts must satisfy the
Criterion.
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Proposition 3.4. Let T # L(l2(Z)) with Tei=|iei&1 (i # Z), and (mk)/N.
Then the following are equivalent:
(a) [T mk]k1 is hypercyclic.
(b) For all =>0 and q # N, there exists m=m(=, q) # (mk) arbitrarily
large so that
For all &q jq : {
(i)
(ii)
||j+1|j+2 } } } |j+m |>
1
=
|| j&m+1 } } } | j&1|j |<=.
(19)
(c) T satisfies (3), for some subsequence (nk) of (mk).
Finally, we’ll show a bilateral version of Proposition 3.3:
Proposition 3.5. Let T # L(l2(Z)) and M>0 with Tei=|=i&1 and
0{||i |M (i # Z). Let also (nk)/N. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) T is hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to (nk).
(2) For all =>0 and q # N, there exists k0 # N satisfying (20)
For all kk0 and all &q jq: {
(i)
(ii)
|| j+1| j+2 } } } |j+nk |>
1
=
|| j&nk+1 } } } |j&1 |j |<=.
(3) For all j # Z,
lim
k   } ‘
j+nk
s=1
|s }= (21)
lim
k   } ‘
j+nk
s=1
|&s }=0. (22)
Proof. (1) O (2). Given =>0 and q # N, let
A :={m # (nk) : {
(i)
(ii)
||j+1| j+2 } } } |j+m |>
1
=
,
||j&m+1 } } } |j&1| j |<=,
for all | j |q= .
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If (nk)"A is infinite, then there exists a subsequence (nkj)/(nk)"A that
does not satisfy (19). Hence, by Proposition 3.4, [T nkj]j1 is not hyper-
cyclic, a contradiction.
(2) O (1). This follows easily from Proposition 3.4.
(2) O (3). Fix j # Z. If j1, by (20)(i) and (ii),
} ‘
j+nk
s=1
|s }=||1 } } } |j | ||j+1|j+2 } } } |j+nk | wwk   ,
} ‘
j+nk
s=1
|&s }||& j&nk+1 } } } |& j | M j wwk   0.
On the other hand, if j<0, by (3)(i)
} ‘
j+nk
s=1
|s }= 1|| j+1 } } } |&1|0 | || j+1 |j+2 } } } |j+nk | wwk   ,
} ‘
j+nk
s=1
|&s }||& j&nk+1 } } } |& j | M||0 } } } |& j | wwk   0.
(3) O (2). Given =>0 and q # N, let
$ :=min {} ‘
j&1
s=0
|&s } , } ‘
j&1
s=1
|&s } , \} ‘
j
s=1
|s }+
&1
, M 2q: 1 jq= .
Choose k0 so that for &q jq and kk0
{}
‘
j+nk
s=1
|s } 1$=
} ‘
(& j&1)+nk
s=1
|&s }<$=.
(23)
Hence, for kk0 , by (23)
1
||1 } } } | j | } ‘
j+nk
s=1
|s } ( j>0)
||j+1|j+2 } } } |j+nk |={} ‘j+nks=1 |s } ( j=0)||j+1 } } } |&1 |0 | } ‘j+nks=1 |s } ( j<0)
$ } ‘
j+nk
s=1
|s }1= .
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Also, by (23) and the selection of $,
||j&nk+1 } } } |j&1|j |={}
‘
(& j&1)+nk
s=1
|&s } ||0 } } } | j |
} ‘
(& j&1)+nk
s=1
|&s } 1||j+1 } } } |&1|
( j0)
( j<0)
<=. K
4. SEQUENCES OF ITERATES AND HYPERCYCLIC VECTORS
S. Ansari has shown that given a hypercyclic operator T on a Fre chet
space, each of its iterates T m (m1) is also hypercyclic. Moreover, she
showed that T and T m share the same hypercyclic vectors [1, Theorem 1].
Her proof may actually yield (cf. [3, Proposition 3.6]):
Proposition 4.1. Let T be a hypercyclic operator on a Fre chet space.
Suppose the integers 1n1<n2< } } } satisfy
lim sup
k  
[nk+1&nk]<.
Then T and [T nk]k1 have the same hypercyclic vectors.
In what remains we consider a converse for Proposition 4.1, for the case
when T is a backward weighted shift.
Proposition 4.2. Let T # L(l2(N)) (respectively, T # L(l2(Z))) be a
unilateral (resp., bilateral ) weighted backward shift. Suppose that T is
hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to a sequence (nk), and that T and
[T nk]k1 have the same hypercyclic vectors. Then
lim sup
k  
(nk+1&nk)<.
Proof. We will show the bilateral case. The other case is simpler.
Suppose there exists a subsequence (nkj)/(nk) with
lim
k  
(nkj+1&nkj)=.
Define mj :=nkj (1 j). Since T is hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to
(nk), there exists y=( yi) # l2(Z) hypercyclic for [T mj] j1 . Now, let z=(zi)
be defined as
zi :={0y i
if i=nk for some k,
if i{nk for all k,
i # Z. (24)
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It’s easy to see that z # l2(Z), and that
(T nk z, e0)=0 (1k).
In particular, z is not a hypercyclic vector for [T nk]k1 . We’ll show that
z is hypercyclic for T.
Given x=(xi) # span[ei : i # Z] and =>0, observe that T 1+ly is also
hypercyclic for [T mj] and then let j # N be so that
(a) (n1+kj&nkj)l :=max[ |i | # N: x i {0]
(b) &x&T my&<=, where m :=1+l+mj .
By (24), (a) and the definition of m, it follows that
(T my, er)=(T mz, er) (if |r|l ).
Hence, by (b),
&x&T mz&=&Plx&PlT mz&+&(I&Pl) T mz&
=&Pl x&PlT my&+&(I&Pl) T mz&
&Pl x&PlT my&+&(I&Pl) T my&
=&x&T my&<=,
where Pl u :=(..., 0, u&l , ..., ul , 0, ...) for all u=(u j) # l2(Z). K
Corollary 4.3. Let B # L(l2(N)) be the unweighted unilateral backward
shift. Consider T :=*B, where *>1, and (nk)/N. The following are equivalent:
(1) T and [T nk]k1 have the same hypercyclic vectors.
(2) lim supk   (nk+1&nk)<.
Proof. It follows from Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and the fact that T is
hereditarily hypercyclic with respect to (n). K
Remark 4.4. Observe that 4.2 can be generalized to any hypercyclic
weighted backward shift on a Fre chet sequence space F canonically
contained in c0 , such that its topology is finer than the one inherited from
c0 and such that the finite sequences are included in F and form a dense
subspace. In particular, the same result holds for T=D the derivative
operator on a Fre chet space E of C-functions on a neighbourhood of
0 such that the polynomials form a dense subspace, E is continuously
included in c0 via the map
f [ \f
(k)(0)
k! +k ,
and D is hypercyclic on E.
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